EPAM’s Services for Direct-to-Learner Solution Providers
With the transition to remote learning, consumers increasingly have become educational product purchasers, which is
accelerating the expansion of direct-to-learner strategies in the EdTech market. That means every touch point on the
customer journey now affects which educational solutions learners buy and, ultimately, adopt. This dynamic is also causing a
market shift away from the ownership model towards subscription-based access, Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) and
open educational resources (OERs).
To stay competitive and secure a share of the emerging consumer market, learning companies must leverage digital-first,
direct-to-learner approaches that will enable them to serve evolving educational needs in the next normal.
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WHY EPAM?

EPAM’s right mix of competencies and 25+ years of proven experience in education allow for our deep
understanding of the learner and customer journeys, both required to develop a cohesive direct-to-learner
strategy and solutions.
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EPAM is a recognized expert in direct-to-consumer solutions with a
vast portfolio of successful projects in multiple verticals (Education,
Automotive, Manufacturing, Retail & Distribution, Media & Telecom, etc.)
USE CASE: True Omnichannel Engagement for a Multinational Digital Education Company
With the goal of implementing a more efficient, robust and modern eCommerce engine, a client challenged
EPAM to find a solution that could engage customers more seamlessly and provide users with one
standardized, state-of-the-art experience across nine products, with plans to continuously add new items.
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“As we continue to scale our direct-sold eLearning products, we are investing in improved customer
experiences from content discovery to course delivery and post-purchase care and support. EPAM has become
a trusted partner as we push the edge of innovation when it comes to digital commerce services. Their ability
to understand the big picture, together with their proven technical competency and delivery track record,
made them our choice for this important digital initiative.” – CMO

USE CASE: One Digital Experience Platform for a Multinational Software Corporation
To provide a seamless experience for customers, a client engaged EPAM to build a One Digital Experience
Platform and improve platform efficiency. EPAM developed one aggregated platform for multiple
experiences: customer, developer, partner, investor, corporate site, communities, careers, events.
The solution also included content strategy, a mobile-first approach, responsive design and optimized
navigation, full coverage of the authoring and publishing workflows, campaign management, access
policies, and integration of Adobe stack.
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